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American modern literature as a whole comes from a book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry Finn. His work exposes the brutal, hypocritical and racist society of post-19th-century America and speaks to their thoughts. Born after The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn took time to complete and was Mark Twain's greatest
success. The adventures of Huckleberry Finn are boy hacks and runaway black slaves, jim adventures into the free country, set before the Mississippi River and civil war. The story is told as me to the first person, from the perspective of a poor boy hack stuck by society, who craves freedom and escapes the false chief education, Mr. Watson's heavy religion
and father's whip. He has a humane mind, but it is his conscience in which he frees runaway black slaves, makes them suffer and makes journeys with jim, is heavy on religious ideology, and is misedered. His and Jim's adventures are not only full of adventure, thrills, but also dreams, hopes of youth and full of humanity. Huck was a smart and brave boy who
set up fake scenes to escape his father and escape with Jim despite all the dangers. Throughout the adventure, during Jim's release from capture, Mark Twain focuses on building the psychological struggles of the characters to take advantage of Huck's humanity. On the one hand, jim wants to rescue Jim because he is a good friend of the verdict, while the
hand for the fleeing black slave is contrary to the conscience built in by his society and contrary to the social morals of the time: Jim said a man who trembled like a fever every time he thought he would be free. Indeed, I feel the same tremor. The idea that came in my mind is that now he is almost free. So who'sIn this case, take responsibility? I have no way
of removing that idea in my conscience, my heart is tormented and restless. I can't stand still. The thought of my actions had never come to my mind before, but now here and now, it suffers and torments me every time it gets a little more intense. I didn't ask Jim to run away from his right arm, so I tried to justify that nothing was wrong. But in vain, my
conscience still woke up and told me, You need to paddle to the shore, you need to let people know, because you know he's running for freedom. Yes, I have no way of justifying my actions. That's what upsets me so much. My conscience told me, poor Miss Watson did nothing to you and you treated her so badly. She taught you how to read, taught you how
to behave and tried everything to help you. She treats you like that. Suddenly I'm sneaky, evil, at first-look, dead, Europe is also lucky. But by the time Jim was in danger, humanity within the hack had triumphed over his inner conscience and used the ploy to save him. Then, when Jim was sold to a sawt for $40 by two rogues, Huck chose to rescue Jim and
let someone else sell jim instead of writing to Ms. Watson informing her where Jim was. He chose to free Jim himself, but it was a crime and contrary to his conscience: finally, it felt like a hand of God had hit me in the face, and I told me that all my evil actions had eyes in the sky. I stole a poor old lady's black slave, but she didn't damage me. Now God shows
me that there is always the best being to see, and allows my evil actions to go that far, not more. I was so scared that I wanted to fall on the spot. I did my best to comfort myself, I claim to have been raised as a child in evil, so my sins were not so seriousBut something in me kept me remembering, you have to attend Sunday missionary classes, you can
understand that black slaves and those who act like you with you will be banished to hell forever. I thought, and at the end I said to myself, Okay. I'm ready to go to hell. Mark Twain denounced how ingrained racism was in the roots of social norms at the time, and Huck made them resist those norms, saying that humanity could always triumph over the way
we educate, the way society pinches them. Huck's humanity is also shown by the way Peter Wilkes' girls helped escape being tricked by two rogues and friends with him. And when those two rogues tarred the entire village and plugged bird feathers into the marchers, some of you cared for them. The two rogues lie that they are dukes and kings of powerful
clans, sometimes like those sitting on high, and many forces are people who specialize in deceiving and harming others. At the same time, they say that all lies, deceptions never follow and suffer a tragic ending. During his journey, Huck also witnessed the hypothesis and clichés of words, the missionaries of society at the time. That hypothesis is shown in
scenes where people still scream for the unknown dead, or tricked like two rogues: then he turnes around, making some silly signs for the Duke, this guy drops a suitcase on the ground. Both of these rogues seemed confused and suffered unprecedentedly. Everyone gathers around them and everyone looks sympathetic. They find them all the comforts,
carry suitcases on the hillside, rest on their shoulders and cry. They told king Peter's last hours, and the king gave the duke a hand sign. BothWhen he heard the story of a man who had recently died, he expressed his emotions suffering like the Twelve Apostles who had lost God. I've never seen a scene like that before. But enough for those who feel
ashamed of the whole human race his adventure is not only adventurous, but also a beautiful friendship adventure where hacks learn a lot. You could say that his beautiful friendship with Jim is always the motivation for hacks trying to rescue Jim. Jim is always worried about hacks, sometimes on rafts, every time a hack goes to sleep, Jim is always very
worried every time the hack disappears, instead of the hack. Huck and Jim's beautiful friendship helped them help each other evacuate whenever they were dangerous. These adventures also helped hacks realize the value of life and freedom. During his time at Rangers, he cared for the bucks and bees, and unfortunately Buck was killed by a long-time
enemy of the Rangers, the Shepherdson family, and the loss of a friend further cherishes the hack: I saw a pounding in my heart and almost fell out of the tree. The more I mention, the more pain I feel, so I'm not going to talk about this any more. When I covered Buck's face, he treated me so well that I cried. Huck then rafted with Jim and left Rangers:
There's nothing more exciting than life on a raft. Elsewhere, live a little, suffocate, but do not live on rafts. On the raft, I always feel free and comfortable. During his journey, Huck also witnessed the hypothesis and clichés of words, the missionaries of society at the time. That hypothesis is shown in scenes where people still scream for the unknown dead, or
tricked like two rogues: then he turnes around, making some silly signs for the Duke, this guy drops a suitcase on the ground. Both of these rogues are making a good look.unprecedented suffering. Everyone gathers around them and everyone looks sympathetic. They find them all the comforts, carry suitcases on the hillside, rest on their shoulders and cry.
They told king Peter's last hours, and the king gave the duke a hand sign. They both suffered as much as the Twelve Apostles who had lost God and expressed their emotions when they heard stories of their recent death. I've never seen a scene like that before. But enough for those who shame the whole human race deception, lies, friendship, intelligence,
humanity, all of Huck's adventures are dreams, adventures of youth. The emergence of Tom Sawyer contributes to the story becoming more playful and more aggressive along with tricks, and even the liberation of the gym must be like a great escape, a way to make everyone remember. That's the fly. The courage to take off for a dream, the thirst of youth
and Huckleberry Finn adventures are no longer just adventures, but stories of beautiful friendships, humane minds, courage, desires, dreams of youth and, above all, risks fighting for freedom. As a result, Huck and Jim were free, surely they would miss Mrs Watson, Douglas's widow, where they came from, but they would never return to that life. Over how
many lands and how many journeys, Jim and Huck became good friends and they understood the value of living and being free. If the first day didn't take a risk, they probably didn't have the freedom they wanted because they didn't get away. In 20 years, you will regret more than you did what you did. So remove the rope and safely pull the anchor out of the
dock. Let your sails catch the wind. Explorer. Fancy. Found Content: Duong Dui Kang - Villa Team: Tan Tu - Villa
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